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Abstract Modeling of three-dimensional channel flow in a chemically-reacting fluid between two

long vertical parallel flat plates in the presence of a transverse magnetic field is presented. The sta-

tionary plate is subjected to a transverse sinusoidal injection velocity distribution while the uni-

formly moving plate is subjected to a constant suction and slip boundary conditions. Due to this

type of injection velocity, the flow becomes three dimensional. Comparisons with previously pub-

lished work are performed and the results are found to be in excellent agreement. An increase in

the permeability/magnetic parameter is found to escalate the velocity near the plate in motion.

Growing Reynolds number or magnetic parameter enhances the x-component and reduces the z-

component of the skin-friction at the wall at rest. The acquired knowledge in our study can be used

by designers to control MHD flow as suitable for certain applications which include laminar mag-

neto-aerodynamics, materials processing and MHD propulsion thermo-fluid dynamics.
� 2015 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Flows involving the simultaneous diffusion of thermal energy

and chemical species have received due attention owing to their
importance in geophysical and engineering applications. Geo-
physical applications include investigation of underground

water resources, natural gas and mineral oils. Engineering
applications include absorbers, humidifiers and desert coolers.
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Nomenclature

U uniform motion of the outer plate (m s�1)

v0 injection velocity of the stationary plate (m s�1)
~q velocity vector of the fluid at ð�x; �y; �zÞ
T0 temperature at the stationary plate
C0 molar species concentration at the stationary plate

T1 temperature at the plate in uniform motion
C1 molar species concentration at the plate in uniform

motion

Te equilibrium temperature of the fluid
Ce equilibrium molar species concentration of the

fluid

T temperature of the fluid
C molar species concentration of the fluid
A heat sink parameter
g acceleration due to gravity (m s�2)

CP specific heat at constant pressure (J kg�1 K)
D chemical molecular diffusivity (m2 s�1)
Q rate of heat absorption per unit volume per degree

Kelvin
�p fluid pressure (Pa)
Re Reynolds number

Pr Prandtl number
Sc Schmidt number
M Hartmann number

K chemical reaction parameter
h slip parameter

Gr Grashof number for heat transfer

Gm Grashof number for mass transfer
m wall thermal ratio
n wall mass ratio
B0 magnetic field strength

d distance between the plates

Greek symbols
b coefficient of volume expansion (K�1)
�b volumetric coefficient expansion with species con-

centration (K�1)
e small reference parameter (e 1)
h dimensionless fluid temperature

/ dimensionless species concentration of the fluid
j thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1)
m kinematic viscosity of the fluid (m2 s�1)

q fluid density (kg m�3)
l coefficient of viscosity of the fluid
r electrical conductivity

s shearing stress (N m�2)

subscripts
0 conditions at the stationary plate
1 conditions at the uniform motion plate
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The principle of controlling the temperature of a heated body
and the natural convection on a heated surface by suction of

the fluid and heat transfer from the boundary layer to the wall
finds its applications in several engineering situations of which
a high temperature heat exchanger is one such instance. Mass

transfer is used in flow problems in order to evaluate the dis-
tribution of species concentration and the corresponding spe-
cies flux. It is well known that fluid particles may slip at the

boundary of the surface, in certain situations of a geothermal
region. Further, heat sinks find their use in engineering appli-
cations where the prime concern is to dissipate as much heat as
possible from a heated surface within a short time.

Suction and injection at the plate also play a fundamental
role in the plane Couette flow. It remains two-dimensional if
the suction and injection applied at the porous parallel plate

are uniform, but by the application of the transverse sinusoidal
injection at the stationary plate and constant suction at the
moving plate, the flow remains three-dimensional as studied

by Singh [1]. A similar problem of three dimensional Couette
flow of dusty viscous fluid was investigated by Govindarajan
et al. [2] with transpiration cooling. Such flow problems are
important for studies of transpiration cooling process by inves-

tigating associated heat transfer problems. Zaturska et al. [3]
reported on the flow of viscous fluid driven along a channel
by suction at porous walls. More recently, King and Cox [4]

performed an asymptotic analysis of the steady-state and
time-dependent laminar porous channel flows. Das et al. [5]
studied the three dimensional Couette flow of a viscous incom-

pressible electrically conducting fluid between two infinite hor-
izontal parallel porous flat plates in presence of a transverse
magnetic field. Sharma and Saini [6] investigated the effect of
injection/suction between two horizontal parallel porous flat
plates, with transverse sinusoidal injection of fluid at the sta-

tionary plate and its corresponding removal by periodic suc-
tion through the plate in motion, assuming the sinusoidal
injection at the lower plate and its corresponding removal by

the upper plate in motion. Makinde and Chinyoka [7] studied
the unsteady flow and heat transfer of a dusty fluid between
two parallel plates with an external uniform magnetic field is

applied perpendicular to the plates with a Navier slip bound-
ary condition. The governing non-linear partial differential
equations are solved numerically using a semi-implicit finite
difference scheme. A three-dimensional Couette flow through

a porous medium with heat transfer has also been investigated
by Ahmed [8]. Fasogbon [9] studied the simultaneous buoy-
ancy force effects of thermal and species diffusion through a

vertical irregular channel by using parameter perturbation
technique. The study of heat and mass transfer on the free con-
vective flow of a viscous incompressible fluid past an infinite

vertical porous plate in presence of transverse sinusoidal suc-
tion velocity and a constant free stream velocity was presented
by Ahmed [10]. Moreover, Ahmed and Liu [11] analyzed the
effects of mixed convection and mass transfer of three-dimen-

sional oscillatory flow of a viscous incompressible fluid past an
infinite vertical porous plate in presence of transverse sinusoi-
dal suction velocity oscillating with time and a constant free

stream velocity. Recently, Ahmed and Zueco [12] investigated
the effects of Hall current, magnetic field, rotation of the chan-
nel and suction–injection on the oscillatory free convective

MHD flow in a rotating vertical porous channel when the
entire system rotates about an axis normal to the channel
plates and a strong magnetic field of uniform strength is



Figure 1 Couette flow with periodic injection and constant

suction.
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applied along the axis of rotation. Hossain and Rees [13]
examined the effects of combined buoyancy forces from ther-
mal mass diffusion by natural convection flow from a vertical

wavy surface. Jain and Gupta [14] studied the effects of trans-
verse sinusoidal injection velocity distribution on the free con-
vective flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in slip flow

regime under the influence of heat source. Chamkha et al.
[15] presented an interesting study of the combined micropolar
heat transfer and flow in a vertical channel. Such studies were

confined to purely fluid regimes.
Chemically reacting fluids offer many technological applica-

tions ranging from the formation of thin films for electronics,
combustion reactions, catalysis, biological systems, etc. ([8,16]).

Couette flow geometry is one of the configurations used in indus-
try, especially for polymer processing [17]. Ahmed andChamkha
[18] presented the effects of chemical reaction and conduction

radiation on heat and mass transfer flow over a porous vertical
plate with induced magnetic field. Couette flow can occur in
between parallel plates, in a circular geometry, or in spherical

geometry. Non-Newtonian fluids in Couette geometries have
been extensively analyzed for different purposes. Ahmed and
Joaquin [19] investigated the effect of the chemical reaction on

a steady mixed convective heat and mass transfer flow of an
incompressible viscous electrically conducting fluid past an infi-
nite vertical isothermal porous plate taking into account the
induced magnetic field, viscous and magnetic dissipations of

energy. Ahmed [20] investigated the effects of chemical reaction
on the transient MHD free convective flow in a slip flow regime.
The porosity and magnetohydrodynamic effects on a horizontal

channel flow of a viscous incompressible electrically conducting,
Newtonian and radiating fluid through a porous medium in the
presence of thermal radiation and transverse magnetic field were

studied by Ahmed andKalita [21]. Ahmed and Kalita [22] incor-
porated the model of magnetohydrodynamic transient convec-
tive radiative heat transfer in an isotropic, homogenous porous

regime adjacent to a hot vertical plate using the Laplace trans-
form method. The effects of conduction–radiation, porosity
and chemical reaction on unsteady hydromagnetic free convec-
tion flow past an impulsively-started semi-infinite vertical plate

embedded in a porous medium in the presence of first order
chemical reaction and thermal radiation were analyzed by
Ahmed [23] and the boundary layer equations are solved by an

efficient, accurate, extensively validated and unconditionally sta-
ble finite difference scheme of the Crank–Nicolson type.

The aimof the present paper is to investigateMHDeffects on

a channel flow with heat and mass transfer in the presence of a
chemical reaction of first order. In the present work, the effects
of the physical flow parameters on the non-dimensional skin-
friction components at the plates in themain flow and transverse

directions, the dimensionless rates of heat and mass transfer at
the plates, against the Reynolds’s number have been presented.
The behavior of the velocity field, temperature and concentra-

tion fields has been analyzed. In otherwords, the free convection
heat and mass transfer effects on the aforementioned Couette
flow in the slip flow regime in the presence of a uniformmagnetic

field and a heat sink has also been investigated.
2. Basic equations

Introducing a coordinate system (Fig. 1) with the plates ori-
ented vertically parallel to the �x–�z plane, such that the �x-axis
is oriented along the length of the plates in the direction of

the buoyancy force and the �y-axis is perpendicular to the plane
of the plates and directed into the fluid region. The plate at rest
is subject to a transverse sinusoidal injection velocity distribu-
tion of the form

�v ¼ v0 1þ e cos
p�z

d

� �� �
; ð1Þ

where v0 > 0 and 0 6 e� 1. Here v0 is the undistributed part
of the injection velocity, d is the wavelength of the periodic

injection velocity and e is a reference parameter. The outer
plate has a uniform motion U in the �x-direction and is sub-
jected to a constant suction, v0 under first-order velocity slip

conditions. Without loss of generality, the distance between
the plates may be taken equal to the wavelength, d of the suc-
tion velocity. A uniform magnetic field is applied normal to the

plane of the plates. The contributions of viscous and Joulean
dissipation in the energy equation are small and can be
neglected. This assumption has been shown to be applicable
to a similar problem when no external electric field is imposed

on the flow. All of the fluid properties are assumed to be inde-
pendent of �x, except possibly the pressure. However, the flow
remains three dimensional due to the form suction velocity dis-

tribution and the constant suction at the respective plates, as

assumed above. Let T0;C0 be respectively the temperature
and the molar species concentration of the fluid at the plate
at rest. Further, let the temperature and molar species concen-

tration at the plate in uniform motion are T1;C1, respectively.

Let ~q ¼ �uîþ �vĵþ �wk̂ be the velocity vector of the fluid at the

point ð�x; �y; �zÞ, where î; ĵ; k̂ are the unit vectors along the coor-

dinate axes. Let B
!
¼ B0 ĵ be the applied magnetic field, where

B0 is the magnetic field component along �y-axis. Let T;C be
respectively the temperature and molar species concentration
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of the fluid. Let Te;Ce be respectively the equilibrium temper-

ature and molar species concentration of the fluid. The mag-
netic Reynolds number is assumed to be small so that the
induced magnetic field can be neglected. The level of species
concentration in the fluid is very low so that the Soret and

Dufour effects can be neglected.
The equations governing steady heat and mass transfer by

natural convective motion of an incompressible viscous electri-

cally conducting fluid through a vertical channel in presence of
a magnetic field are given by

Equation of continuity

@�v

@�y
þ @ �w

@�z
¼ 0; ð2Þ

Equations of momentum

�v
@�u

@�y
þ �w

@�u

@�z
¼ gbðT�TeÞþ g�bðC�CeÞþ m

@2�u

@�y2
þ @

2�u

@�z2

� �
�rB2

0�u

q
;

ð3Þ

�v
@�v

@�y
þ �w

@�v

@�z
¼�1

q
@�p

@�y
þ m

@2�v

@�y2
þ@

2�v

@�z2

� �
; ð4Þ

�v
@ �w

@�y
þ �w

@ �w

@�z
¼�1

q
@�p

@�z
þ m

@2 �w

@�y2
þ@

2 �w

@�z2

� �
�rB2

0 �w

q
; ð5Þ

Equation of energy

�v
@T

@�y
þ �w

@T

@�z
¼ j

qCP

@2T

@�y2
þ @

2T

@�z2

� �
þ Q

qCP

ðT� TeÞ; ð6Þ

Equation of mass diffusion

�v
@C

@�y
þ �w

@C

@�z
¼ D

@2C

@�y2
þ @

2C

@�z2

� �
� KðC� CeÞ: ð7Þ

The last term on the right hand side of Eq. (6) represents the
heat absorption (Q< 0) or generation (Q> 0) varying

directly with the temperature difference.
The corresponding boundary conditions are

�y¼ 0 : �u¼ 0; �v¼ v0 1þ ecos p�z
d

� �� 	
; �w¼ 0; T¼ T0; C¼C0

�y¼ d : �u¼UþL1
@�u
@�y
; �v¼ v0; �w¼ 0; T¼ T1; C¼C1

8><
>:

9>=
>;;

ð8Þ

where L1 ¼ 2�m1

m1


 �
L, L is the mean free path and m1 being the

Maxwell’s reflection coefficient.

Substituting the following non-dimensional quantities

y ¼ �y

d
; z ¼ �z

d
; p ¼ �p

qv20
; u ¼ �u

U
; v ¼ �v

v0
; w ¼ �w

v0
;

Pr ¼ lCP

j
; Sc ¼ m

D
; h ¼ L1

d
;

Re ¼ v0d

m
; M ¼ rB2

0d

qm0
; h ¼ T� Te

T0 � Te

; / ¼ C� Ce

C0 � Ce

;

Gr ¼ gbdðT0 � TeÞ
Uv0

; A ¼ Qmd
v0j

;

Gm ¼ g�bdðC0 � CeÞ
Uv0

; m ¼ ðT1 � TeÞ
ðT0 � TeÞ

; n ¼ ðC1 � CeÞ
ðC0 � CeÞ

;

K ¼ Kd

v0
:

into Eqs. (2)–(7) obtains the following non-dimensional

equations

@v

@y
þ @w
@z
¼ 0; ð9Þ

v
@u

@y
þ w

@u

@z
¼ Grhþ Gm/þ 1

Re

@2u

@y2
þ @

2u

@z2

� �
�Mu; ð10Þ

v
@v

@y
þ w

@v

@z
¼ � @p

@y
þ 1

Re

@2v

@y2
þ @

2v

@z2

� �
; ð11Þ

v
@w

@y
þ w

@w

@z
¼ � @p

@z
þ 1

Re

@2w

@y2
þ @

2w

@z2

� �
�Mw; ð12Þ

v
@h
@y
þ w

@h
@z
¼ 1

PrRe

@2h
@y2
þ @

2h
@z2

� �
þ Ah

Pr
; ð13Þ

v
@/
@y
þ w

@/
@z
¼ 1

Sc

@2/
@y2
þ @

2/
@z2

� �
� K/: ð14Þ

The corresponding dimensionless boundary conditions

become

y¼ 0 : u¼ 0; v¼ ½1þ ecosðpzÞ�; w¼ 0; h¼ 1; /¼ 1

y¼ 1 : u¼ 1þ h @u
@y
; v¼ 1; w¼ 0; h¼m; /¼ n

8><
>:

9>=
>;:

ð15Þ
3. Method of solution

It is noted that, the amplitude e of the injection is very small
and hence, using a perturbation technique, the solution to this
heat and mass transfer problem may be assumed to be of the

following form

uðy; zÞ ¼ u0ðyÞ þ eu1ðy; zÞ þ e2u2ðy; zÞ þ � � � ;
vðy; zÞ ¼ v0ðyÞ þ ev1ðy; zÞ þ e2v2ðy; zÞ þ � � � ;
wðy; zÞ ¼ w0ðyÞ þ ew1ðy; zÞ þ e2w2ðy; zÞ þ � � � ;
pðy; zÞ ¼ p0ðyÞ þ ep1ðy; zÞ þ e2p2ðy; zÞ þ � � � ;
hðy; zÞ ¼ h0ðyÞ þ eh1ðy; zÞ þ e2h2ðy; zÞ þ � � � ;
/ðy; zÞ ¼ /0ðyÞ þ e/1ðy; zÞ þ e2/2ðy; zÞ þ � � � ;

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

ð16Þ

When e = 0, the problem reduces to a two-dimensional flow

and is governed by the following equations obtained from
Eqs. (9)–(14) using (16)

v00 ¼ 0; ð17Þ
u000 � Reu00 � ReMu0 þ ReðGrh0 þ Gm/0Þ ¼ 0; ð18Þ
p00 ¼ 0; ð19Þ
w000 � Rew00 � ReMw0 ¼ 0; ð20Þ
h000 � PrReh00 þ AReh0 ¼ 0; ð21Þ
/000 � ScRe/00 � ScReK/0 ¼ 0; ð22Þ
and the corresponding boundary conditions are

y¼ 0 : u0 ¼ 0; v0 ¼ 1; w0 ¼ 0; h0 ¼ 1; /0 ¼ 1

y¼ 1 : u0 ¼ 1þ hu00; v0 ¼ 1; w0 ¼ 0; h0 ¼m; /0 ¼ n

8><
>:

9>=
>;:

ð23Þ
The solutions of Eqs. (17)–(22) subject to the boundary

conditions (23) are

v0 ¼ 1; p0 ¼ constant; w0 ¼ 0; ð24Þ
h0ðyÞ ¼ C1e

J1y þ C2e
J2y; ð25Þ
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/0ðyÞ¼C3e
J3yþC4e

J4y; ð26Þ
u0ðyÞ¼C5e

J5yþC6e
J6yþC7e

J1yþC8e
J2yþC9e

J3yþC10e
J4y: ð27Þ

The constants which are involved with Eqs. (24)–(27) have
been presented in Appendix A.

When e „ 0, substituting (16) into Eqs. (9)–(14) and equat-

ing the coefficients of like powers of e on both sides and
neglecting higher order terms of e2, e3, etc., we obtain the fol-
lowing equations

@v1
@y
þ @w1

@z
¼ 0; ð28Þ

@u1
@y
þ v1

@u0
@y
¼ 1

Re

@2u1
@y2
þ @

2u1
@z2

� �
� ðGrh1 þ Gm/1Þ �Mu1;

ð29Þ
@v1
@y
¼ � @p1

@y
þ 1

Re

@2v1
@y2
þ @

2v1
@z2

� �
; ð30Þ

@w1

@y
¼ � @p1

@z
þ 1

Re

@2w1

@y2
þ @

2w1

@z2

� �
�Mw1; ð31Þ

@h1

@y
þ v1

@h0

@y
¼ 1

PrRe

@2h1

@y2
þ @

2h1

@z2

� �
þ Ah1

Pr
; ð32Þ

@/1

@y
þ v1

@/0

@y
¼ 1

ScRe

@2/1

@y2
þ @

2/1

@z2

� �
� K/1; ð33Þ

The corresponding boundary conditions for this case are

y ¼ 0 : u1 ¼ 0; v1 ¼ cos pz; w1 ¼ 0; h1 ¼ 0; /1 ¼ 0

y ¼ 1 : u1 ¼ hu01; v1 ¼ 0; w1 ¼ 0; h1 ¼ 0; /1 ¼ 0

8><
>:

9>=
>;

ð34Þ
3.1. Cross flow solution

For the solution purpose, it is first assumed that Eqs. (28), (30)
and (31) being independent of the main flow, temperature and

concentration fields. The solutions for v1, w1, p1 are considered
to be of the following form

v1ðy; zÞ ¼ v11ðyÞ cos pz; w1ðy; zÞ ¼ �
1

p
v011ðyÞ sinpz;

p1ðy; zÞ ¼ p11ðyÞ cos pz; ð35Þ

where v011ðyÞ denotes differentiation of v11(y) with respect to y.
Expressions v1(y, z) and w1(y, z) have been chosen so that the
equation of continuity (28) is satisfied. Substituting (35) into

(30) and (31), leads to

v0011 � Rev011 � p2v11 ¼ Rep011; ð36Þ
v00011 � Rev0011 � ðp2 þ ReMÞv011 ¼ p2Rep11: ð37Þ

Eliminating p11 from Eqs. (36) and (37) yields

vIV11 � Rev00011 � ð2p2 þ ReMÞv0011 þ p2Rev011 þ p4v11 ¼ 0: ð38Þ

The corresponding boundary conditions become

y ¼ 0 : v11 ¼ 1; v011 ¼ 0

y ¼ 1 : v11 ¼ 0; v011 ¼ 0

8><
>:

9>=
>;: ð39Þ
3.2. Solutions for the main flow, temperature and the
concentration fields

The solutions to Eqs. (29), (32) and 33) may be assumed
u1, h1, /1 as

u1ðy; zÞ ¼ u11ðyÞ cos pz; h1ðy; zÞ ¼ h11ðyÞ cos pz;

/1ðy; zÞ ¼ /11ðyÞ cos pz: ð40Þ

Substituting Eq. (40) into Eqs. (29), (32) and (33), the follow-

ing ordinary differential equations are obtained

u0011 � Reu011 � ðp2 þ ReMÞu11 þ Reu00v11

þ ReðGrh11 þ Gm/11Þp011 ¼ 0; ð41Þ
h0011 � PrReh011 þ ðARe� p2Þh11 � PrReh00v11 ¼ 0; ð42Þ
/0011 � ScReh011 þ ðKScReþ p2Þ/11 � ScRe/00v11 ¼ 0: ð43Þ

The corresponding boundary conditions are

y ¼ 0 : u11 ¼ 1; h11 ¼ 0; /11 ¼ 0

y ¼ 1 : u11 ¼ hu01; h11 ¼ 0; /11 ¼ 0

8><
>:

9>=
>;: ð44Þ

The finite difference formulae of v011; v
00
11; v

000
11 and vIV11 are

given by

v011ðiÞ ¼
v11ðiþ1Þ�v11ði�1Þ

2h
;

v0011ðiÞ ¼
v11ðiþ1Þ�2v11ðiÞþv11ði�1Þ

h2
;

v00011ðiÞ ¼
v11ðiþ2Þ�2v11ðiþ1Þþ2v11ði�1Þ�v11ði�2Þ

2h3
;

vIV11 ðiÞ ¼
v11ðiþ2Þ�4v11ðiþ1Þþ6v11ðiÞ�4v11ði�1Þþv11ði�2Þ

h4
:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

ð45Þ

Substituting the finite difference formulae (44) into Eqs.
(38), (41)–(43) gives the following equations

A1v11ðiþ 2Þ � A2v11ðiþ 1Þ þ A3v11ðiÞ � A4v11ði� 1Þ
þ A5v11ði� 2Þ ¼ 0; ð46Þ

A1u11ðiþ 1Þ � B1u11ðiÞ þ A5u11ði� 1Þ ¼ BðiÞ; ð47Þ
H1h11ðiþ 1Þ �H2h11ðiÞ þH3h11ði� 1Þ ¼ HðiÞ; ð48Þ
E1/11ðiþ 1Þ � E2/11ðiÞ þ E3/11ði� 1Þ ¼ EðiÞ: ð49Þ

All of the constants which appear in Eqs. (46)–(49) are pre-
sented in Appendix A.

3.3. Skin-friction coefficients

The non-dimensional skin-friction coefficients in the main flow

direction at the plates (y = 0, 1) are given by

sx0 ¼
@u

@y

� �
y¼0
¼ u00ð0Þ þ eu011ð0Þ cospz; ð50Þ

sx1 ¼
@u

@y

� �
y¼1
¼ u00ð1Þ þ eu011ð1Þ cospz: ð51Þ

In addition, the non-dimensional skin friction coefficients
in the transverse directions at the plates (y = 0, 1) are given by

sz0 ¼
@w

@y

� �
y¼0
¼ � e

p
v0011ð0Þ sinpz; ð52Þ

sz1 ¼
@w

@y

� �
y¼1
¼ � e

p
v0011ð1Þ sinpz: ð53Þ



Table 2 Comparison of the present results with the results of

Jain and Gupta [14] for the temperature profiles h when

z = 0.3, Gr= 10, h= 0.2, m= 2 = n, Pr = 0.71, A = � 1.5,

Sc = 0.78.

Y Resent work Jain and Gupta [14]

Re = 0.5 Re= 1.0 Re= 0.5 Re = 1.0

0.0 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000

0.2 1.05879813 1.17098730 1.05669051 1.17063872
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3.4. Rate of heat transfer

The non-dimensional heat flux at the plates (y = 0, 1) in terms
of the Nusselt numbers is given by

Nu0 ¼
@h
@y

� �
y¼0
¼ h00ð0Þ þ eh011ð0Þ cospz; ð54Þ

Nu1 ¼
@h
@y

� �
y¼1
¼ h00ð1Þ þ eh011ð1Þ cospz: ð55Þ
0.4 1.13560811 1.35153942 1.13450763 1.35009674

0.6 1.32725480 1.54757003 1.32580471 1.54539725

0.8 1.59650952 1.76984801 1.59473227 1.76730224

1.0 2.00000000 2.00000000 2.00000000 2.00000000
3.5. Rate of mass transfer

The non-dimensional mass flux at the plates (y= 0, 1) in terms

of the Sherwood numbers is given by

Sh0 ¼
@/
@y

� �
y¼0
¼ /00ð0Þ þ e/011ð0Þ cos pz; ð56Þ

Sh1 ¼
@/
@y

� �
y¼1
¼ /00ð1Þ þ e/011ð1Þ cos pz: ð57Þ
3.6. Stability

Eqs. (46)–(57) have been solved by the Gauss–Seidel iteration

method with the help of FORTRAN programming to obtain
the velocity, temperature and concentration fields under the
effect of different flow parameters. To prove convergence of

the finite difference scheme, the computation was carried out
for slightly changed value of ‘h’ by running the same program.
No significant changes were observed in the values of
u;w; hand / and also after each cycle of iteration, the conver-

gence check was performed. The convergence criterion toler-
ance was set as 10�8 which was satisfied at all points. Thus,
it is concluded that the employed finite difference scheme is

convergent and stable.

3.7. Accuracy

In order to check the accuracy of the employed numerical
method, comparisons with the previously published work of
Jain and Gupta [14] are performed. Tables 1 and 2 show com-

parisons of the present results for the crossflow velocity w and
the fluid temperature h for various Reynolds numbers and
Table 1 Comparison of the present results with the results of

Jain and Gupta [14] for the crossvelocity w when e = 0.005,

z= 0.3, Gr = 10, h= 0.2, m= 2 = n, Pr = 0.71, A = � 1.5,

Sc = 0.78.

Y Resent work Jain and Gupta [14]

Re= 0.5 Re= 1.0 Re = 0.5 Re= 1.0

0.0 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000

0.2 0.00361143 0.00318550 0.00357005 0.00315418

0.4 0.00460571 0.00435311 0.00458371 0.00433097

0.6 0.00367247 0.00387362 0.00364122 0.00385914

0.8 0.00213583 0.00248731 0.00211735 0.00243852

1.0 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
Gm = K = 0 with those of Jain and Gupta [14], respectively.
It is clearly seen from Tables 1 and 2 that the results are in

excellent agreement. These favorable comparisons with the
work of Jain and Gupta [14] lend confidence in the numerical
results to be reported subsequently.

4. Results and discussion

Air has been considered for the medium of diffusion since it is

electrically conducting. The Prandtl number for air at 298 K
and 1 atmosphere is given by Pr = 0.71. It is also considered
separately the gases: Hydrogen, Steam and Ammonia in

ascending order of their Schmidt numbers are given by
Sc= 0.22, 0.60, 0.78, respectively. Also kept e and z fixed at
e = 0.005 and z= 0.5, unless otherwise stated. Further, the
parameters Gr = 10 = Gm, h = 0.5, m= 2, K = 2 (endother-

mic reaction), and A= �2 were used for all of the following
figures and tables.

Tables 3 and 4 depict the nature of crossflow velocity in y-

direction (v) and crossflow velocity in z-direction (w) under the
influence of Hartmann number and Reynolds number, respec-
tively. From Tables 3 and 4 it is seen that v decreases through-

out the channel as the fluid move from the plate at rest (y = 0)
toward the plate in motion (y = 1). Further, in the regions of
the channel close to the plate at rest it seems that v decreases

with an increase in Hartmann number, but as the fluid move
further out into the channel toward the plate in motion, it is
seen that v increases as Hartmann number increases. In fact,
v certainly increases with increasing values of Hartmann num-

ber in the regions close to the plate in motion. Also, it is seen
that w initially increases from zero value (starting from the
plate at rest) to some maximum value attainable at possibly
Table 3 Effects of M on v and w when Re = 0.5.

Y v (M= 5) v (M= 10) w (M= 5) w (M= 10)

0 1.0126558 1.0126558 0 0

0.2 1.0121892 1.0121729 0.0091756 0.0091573

0.4 1.0100774 1.0100157 0.0097527 0.0095594

0.6 1.0005271 1.0005875 0.0077594 0.0076332

0.8 1.0001783 1.0001995 0.0058119 0.0059071

1.0 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 0



Table 4 Effects of Re on v and w when M= 5.

Y v (Re= 0.5) v (Re= 1) w (Re= 0.5) w (Re= 1)

0 1.0126558 1.0126558 0 0

0.2 1.0121892 1.0125891 0.0091756 0.0085477

0.4 1.0100774 1.0103584 0.0097527 0.0094173

0.6 1.0005271 1.0005051 0.0077594 0.0078252

0.8 1.0001783 1.0003544 0.0058119 0.0061043

1.0 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 0
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the middle of the channel and again decreases thereafter to
zero value when one approaches the plate in motion. It is also
observed that starting from the region very close to the plate at

rest, w initially decreases with an increase in Hartmann num-
ber till about the middle of the channel and then increases
thereafter with increasing values of Hartmann number when
one gradually nears the plate in motion. It is obvious that in

the regions of the channel close to the plate in motion, w
increases with increasing values of Hartmann number. From
Table 3, it is seen that v increases with an increase in Reynolds

number, the regions of the channel given by y e (0, 1]. Also,
starting from the region very close to the plate at rest, w ini-
tially decreases with an increase in Reynolds number till about

the middle of the channel and then increases again thereafter
with increasing values of Reynolds number as one gradually
approaches the plate in motion. Eventually, w increases with

increasing values of Re in the regions of the channel close to
the plate in motion. Also it has been see that the magnitude
of v is greatest at the plate at rest and least at the plate in
motion. This quite in agreement with the boundary conditions

of the present problem. Also, v > w within the considered
range of values. It is also observed that the effects of M and
Re on v are greatest at the plate at rest and are least at the plate

in motion. Further, it is seen that the influence of Re and M on
w is most significant at possibly the middle of the channel.

Fig. 2 shows the collective effects of the Hartmann number

(M) Reynolds number (Re) and the chemical reaction param-
eter (K) on the main flow velocity (u) for conducting air
(Pr = 0.7) in the case of plate cooling (Gr > 0) i.e. free con-

vection currents convey heat away from the plate into the
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Figure 2 Main flow velocity profiles for different Hartmann,

Reynolds and permeability numbers.
boundary layer. It is observed that an increase in the destruc-
tive chemical reaction parameter, K, from 0.2 through 0.5 to
1.0 produces a clear depression in the fluid velocity, i.e. the

flow is decelerated up to the middle of the channel and after
that a reverse trend is observed in the flow velocity with
increasing values of chemical reaction. The influence of Hart-

mann number and Re on u profiles is therefore, expected to
be strong. This is indeed the case as seen in Fig. 2. For constant
Re (= 0.5), with a rise in the value of Hartmann number, from

2, 5 to 10 there is a strong reduction in velocity across the
region y e [0, 0.6]. A velocity peak arises close to the plate at
rest for all profiles. The flow is therefore, decelerated with
increasing values of the Hartmann number owing to the corre-

sponding increase in the Lorentzian hydromagnetic drag force.
Conversely, in the region y e [0.6, 1.0], with an increase in
Hartmann number, there is a clear increase in the fluid veloc-

ity, i.e. the flow is accelerated. In the momentum Eqs. (10) and
(12), the hydromagnetic terms, –Mu and –Mw deviate from
classical magnetohydrodynamic flat-plate boundary layer flow

owing to the presence of a negative magnetic term. The applied
magnetic field, B0, is therefore, effectively moving with the free
stream. The resulting Lorentzian body force will therefore not

act as a drag force as in conventional MHD flows, but as an
aiding body force. This will serve to accelerate the flow and
boost velocities in the channel near the plate in motion. More-
over, with constant Hartmann number value (= 2.0), as Rey-

nolds number increases from 0.5 through 1.0 to 1.5, there is a
distinct escalation in the fluid velocity across the region B0,
whereas a reverse trend is observed in the region y e [0.6, 1.0].

Fig. 3 shows the dimensionless temperature distribution (h)
with various magnetic parameters (M) and Reynolds number
(Re). The trend is very consistent for all Hartmann and Rey-

nolds number values such that the temperature decreases
throughout the channel from a minimum at the plate at rest
to the maximum m= n = 2 at the plate in motion. It is seen

that the effects of Hartmann and Reynolds number on h are
least important near the plate at rest and most noteworthy
near the plate in motion. Obviously, the temperature increases
as y increases, under the influence of Hartmann and Reynolds

number. An increase in the magnetic field strength and an
increase in the relative effectiveness of inertia forces over vis-
cous forces are desirable toward reducing the temperature in

the channel.
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Figure 3 Temperature profiles for different Hartmann and

Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4 Concentration profiles for different Schmidt numbers

and chemical reaction parameters.
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Figure 6 Skin-friction coefficients sx0 and sz0 for different
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Table 5 Effects of h and Re on u when M= 5.

Re u (h= 0) u (h= 0.0001) u (h= 0.01)

0 0 0 0

0.2 0.9743952 0.9742891 0.9672561

0.4 1.5382174 1.5381584 1.5295227

0.6 1.8526271 1.8525177 1.8372594

0.8 1.9785344 1.9782541 1.9451312

1.0 1 1.0098427 1.0095782

Table 6 Effects of h and Re on sx0 when M= 7.

Re sx0 (h= 0) sx0 (h= 0.0001) sx0 (h= 0.01)

0 1.9255782 1.9255758 1.9281528

0.2 2.9289732 2.9287329 2.9147526

0.4 3.9010751 3.9005572 3.8953327

0.6 4.6027917 4.6025725 4.5725931

0.8 5.1798361 5.1771935 5.0819317

1.0 5.3095273 5.3093817 5.3047172
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Fig. 4 presents the species concentration profiles for various
values of the Schmidt number (Sc) and endothermic chemical
reaction parameter (K). The Schmidt number quantifies the

relative effectiveness of momentum and mass transport by dif-
fusion. A higher value of Schmidt number amounts to a fall in
the chemical molecular diffusivity, i.e. less diffusion therefore

takes place by species transfer. An increase in Schmidt number
or chemical reaction parameter suppresses the species concen-
tration in the boundary layer regime. A higher value of Sc

implies a decrease of the molecular diffusivity causing a reduc-
tion in the concentration boundary layer thickness. On the
other hand, a lower value of Schmidt number results in higher
concentrations, i.e. greater molecular (species) diffusivity,

causes an increase in the concentration boundary layer thick-
ness. The effect of Schmidt number or chemical reaction
parameter on / is greatest near the plate in motion and least

near the plate at rest.
From Fig. 5, it is seen that an increase in wall mass ratio (n)

causes / to increase in the regions of the channel given by

y e [0, 1]. Obviously, the molar species concentration field
becomes equal throughout the channel when the molar species
concentrations of the fluid at both the plates become equal.

This is because mass flows from a region of higher concentra-
tion to a region of lower concentration. Thus, when the molar
species concentrations of the fluid at both of the plates become
equal, no more mass transfer takes place and hence, the molar

species concentration field becomes equal (or rather uniform)
all throughout the channel.
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Figure 5 Concentration profiles for different wall-mass ratios.
Fig. 6 depicts the influence of the applied magnetic field on
the non-dimensional coefficients of skin friction sx0 and sz0 at
the plate at rest. The imposition of the magnetic field causes a
decrease in the value of sx0 whereas the value of sz0 increases.
It is noticed that the influence of either increasing the Reynolds

number or increasing the magnetic field on the values of sx0 is
significant, whereas these effects on the values of sz0 are
insignificant.

Tables 5 and 6 present the nature of the main flow velocity
(u) and the skin-friction coefficient sx0 under the influence of
the slip parameter (h). Within the considered range of values,
it is to be noted that an increase in h causes u to decrease (pro-

vided y > 0) and sx0 to decrease (provided Re e [0.3, 1]). How-
ever, for Re= 0.1, we see that sx0 increases as h increases.
Obviously, when Re is too small, sx0 should increase within

an increase in h. Also, as the inertial forces and the viscous
forces gradually become comparable with magnitude, we
may say that sx0 decreases with increasing values of h. Also,

the value of u is greatest when h = 0 (provided y> 0). Fur-
ther, when the inertial forces and the viscous forces are nearly
equal in magnitude, it seems that sx0 is greatest in the absence
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of slip. However, when the dominance of the viscous effects
over the inertia effects is very large, it appears that sx0 is least
in the absence of slip. Also, for a given value of h, sx0 increases
with increasing values of Re and is maximum at Re= 1. Fur-
ther, the effect of increasing h on sx0 is insignificant when Re is

small. It may be noted that for a given value of h, u first
increases till possibly a little further than the middle of the
channel and then starts decreasing thereafter, as one gradually

nears the plate in motion. The effect of h on u assumes a
greater significance near the plate in motion than near the plate
at rest.

The effects of the heat sink parameter (A) and the Reynolds

number (Re) on the wall heat flux Nu0 at the plate y= 0 have
been presented in Fig. 7 when M = 5 It is seen that an increase
in the magnitude of the heat sink parameter causes Nu0 to

decrease as Re increases. In addition, it is also observed that
the influence of heat sink on Nu0 is insignificant for small val-
ues of Reynolds number. However, the effect of heat sink on

Nu0 assumes significance when the inertial forces are of nearly
comparable magnitudes. For a given value of heat sink and
increasing values of Reynolds number, Nu0 decreases. On the
other hand, Nu0 values are greatest in the absence of a heat

sink.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the behavior of the wall mass flux Sh0

under the effects of wall mass ration (n) and Reynolds number

(Re). It is seen that an increase in wall mass ration causes Sh0
to decrease. Further, the effect of increasing wall mass ration
on Sh0 is most significant when Reynolds number is quite small
(Re= 0.1) and least significant when Reynolds number is

comparatively large (Re= 1). Again, it is noted that the rate
of mass transfer at the plate y = 0 is zero i.e. when the molar
species concentrations of the fluid at both plates become equal.

However, for Sc= 0.78 and n> 1, Sh0, decreases with
increasing values of Reynolds number. Also, for n< 1, Sh0,
increases with increasing values of Reynolds number.
5. Conclusions

A mathematical model was presented for hydromagnetic three-

dimensional Couette flow of a viscous, incompressible, electri-
cally-conducting and chemically-reacting fluid between two
vertical flat porous plates with a transverse sinusoidal injection

of the fluid at the stationary plate and its corresponding
removal by constant suction through the plate in uniform
motion, with a chemical reaction first order. The governing
non-linear coupled partial differential equations were solved

by an implicit finite-difference scheme of Gauss–Seidel itera-
tion technique and representative set of results were obtained
to illustrate the details of flow characteristics and their depen-

dence on some of the physical parameters. A comparison with
previously published work was performed and the results were
found to be in excellent agreement. On the basis of the above

discussion it is concluded that with an increase in Hartmann
number, the flow velocities u, v and w were decelerated near
the plate y= 0, whereas a reverse trend was observed near
the plate y = 1. Increasing Hartmann number and Reynolds

number values decreased the temperature throughout the
channel. The values of the fluid temperature were reduced con-
siderably as either of the chemical reaction parameter or the

Schmidt number was increased. Moreover, it was found that
increasing either the slip parameter or the Reynolds number
caused reductions in the skin-friction coefficients at the plate

y= 0. In addition, it is concluded that the heat flux rate at
the plate at y = 0 decreased as either of the heat sink param-
eter of the Reynolds number increased. Furthermore, the mass

flux at the plate at y= 0 was predicted to decrease as the wall
mass ratio increased. However, it increased as the Reynolds
number increased for wall mass ratios less than unity while it
decreased for wall mass ratios greater than unity.
Appendix A

J1 ¼
1

2
PrReþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pr2Re2 þ 4ReA

ph i
;

J2 ¼
1

2
PrRe�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pr2Re2 þ 4ReA

ph i
;

J3 ¼
1

2
ScReþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sc2Re2 þ 4ScReK

ph i
;

J4 ¼
1

2
ScRe�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sc2Re2 þ 4ScReK

ph i
;
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J5 ¼
1

2
Reþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Re2 þ 4ReM

ph i
;

J6 ¼
1

2
Re�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Re2 þ 4ReM

ph i
;

C1 ¼
m� eJ2

eJ1 � eJ2
; C2 ¼

eJ1 �m

eJ1 � eJ2
;

C3 ¼
n� eJ4

eJ3 � eJ4
; C4 ¼

eJ3 � n

eJ3 � eJ4
;

C5 ¼
N� LðhJ6 � 1ÞeJ6

ðhJ5 � 1ÞeJ5 � ðhJ6 � 1ÞeJ6 ;

C6 ¼
LðhJ5 � 1ÞeJ5 �N

ðhJ5 � 1ÞeJ5 � ðhJ6 � 1ÞeJ6 ;

C7 ¼
�ReGrC1

J21 � ReJ1 � ReM
; C8 ¼

�ReGrC2

J22 � ReJ2 � ReM
;

C9 ¼
�ReGmC3

J23 � ReJ3 � ReM
;

C10 ¼
�ReGmC4

J24 � ReJ4 � ReM
; L ¼ �ðC7 þ C8 þ C9 þ C10Þ;

N ¼ �1þ C7ð1� hJ1ÞeJ1 þ C8ð1� hJ2ÞeJ2 þ C9ð1� hJ3ÞeJ3

þ C10ð1� hJ4ÞeJ4 ;

A1 ¼ 2� hRe; A2 ¼ 8� 2hReþ 2h2 2p2 þMRe� p2h3Re
� �

;

A3 ¼ 12þ 4h2ð2p2 þMReÞ þ 2p4h4;

A4 ¼ 8þ 2hReþ 2h2ð2p2 þMReÞ;

A5 ¼ 2þ hRe; B1 ¼ 4þ 2h2ð2p2 þMReÞ;

BðiÞ ¼ �2Reh2 v11ðiÞB2ðiÞ þ Grh11ðiÞ þ Gm/11ðiÞ½ �;

B2ðiÞ ¼ C5J5e
J5 ih þ C6J6e

J6 ih þ C7J1e
J1 ih þ C8J2e

J2 ih þ C9J3e
J3 ih

þ C10J4e
J4 ih;

H1 ¼ 2� hPrRe; H2 ¼ 4þ 2h2ðp2 � AReÞ;
H3 ¼ 2þ hPrRe;

HðiÞ ¼ 2PrReh2 C1J1e
J1 ih þ C2J2e

J2 ih
� 	

v11ðiÞ;

E1 ¼ 2� hScRe; E2 ¼ 4þ 2h2 p2 þ KScRe
� �

;

E3 ¼ 2þ hScRe;

EðiÞ ¼ 2ScReh2 C3J3e
J3 ih þ C4J4e

J4 ih
� 	

v11ðiÞ:
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